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Hong Kong 

February 3, 2020 

 

 

Director General Licensing (Broadcast Media) 

4/F PEMRA Headquarters, Mauve Area 

Sector G-8/1   Islamabad  44000 

Pakistan 

Email:   licensing @pemra.gov.pk 

 

Consultation on Regulating Web TV and OTT Content Services – 

Submission of the Asia Video Industry Association (AVIA) 

 

Dear Sir, 

 

The Asia Video Industry Association (AVIA) thanks the Pakistan Electronic Media Regulatory Authority (PEMRA) 

for its Consultation Paper No. Web&OTT/1-2-020, and for the related request for public comments.   We 

welcome the opportunity to submit the international video industry’s views on the proposals in the 

Consultation Paper.    We would also like to express our appreciation to PEMRA for extending the deadline for 

submissions to allow us full consultation of our members over the holiday period. 

 

AVIA (known until late 2018 as CASBAA) is a non-profit trade association of 90 companies dedicated to the 

promotion of multi-channel television via cable, satellite, broadband and wireless video networks across the 

Asia-Pacific region.  Our member companies operate and invest in 17 different Asian markets, and many of 

them are substantial cross-border investors; those that are not international investors themselves are the 

business partners of foreign investors.  Many of our members are licensed providers of broadcast content to 

Pakistan.  The members of AVIA have extensive experience in building and creating television infrastructure 

and quality, curated programming to meet the needs of this region’s more than 600 million multichannel TV 

households.    

 

Our members are engaged in creating and distributing curated libraries of content to consumers online.  

Online Curated Content (OCC) is managed by companies which are prepared to be responsible partners with 

governments in devising and implementing self-regulatory approaches.  Social media and platforms for user-
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generated content (UGC) – even as they monetize huge quantities of video – present different business 

models, different corporate philosophies, and different regulatory challenges.    Our comments and our views 

are specifically targeted toward this OCC industry. 

 

Online curated content (OCC) services are at a nascent stage in Pakistan.  However, they already represent an 

important avenue for growing and exporting content from Pakistan; the international and local OCC and video 

on demand (VOD) industries are, increasingly, a key source of investment for Pakistani film and television, as 

they are across the Asia-Pacific region. A 2018 study found that VOD services will invest up to 10.1 billion 

dollars (USD) in new Asian content by 2022.  However, it is our assessment that the very strict requirements 

proposed by PEMRA – the strictest in Asia, outside China – would significantly deter investment and harm 

local content producers, as well as consumers, while making Pakistan a less attractive country for companies 

to do business.  

 

We commend PEMRA for seeking input from industry on this proposal. After receiving the first round of 

feedback, we recommend that PEMRA engage in a more fulsome consultation with interested associations 

and companies, including those like AVIA and our membership which have extensive interests in Pakistan. 

AVIA is prepared to share more details on the contents of this letter, or more generally to share our 

perspective and experience on regulatory options for OCC. 

 

General feedback on PEMRA’s proposals 

 

Licensing requirement 

First and foremost, no regulatory agency in the Asia-Pacific region, outside of China, has opted to impose a 

licensing requirement on offshore online curated content (OCC) services.  We commend PEMRA for including 

a section on international best practices in the consultation paper, and encourage Pakistan to follow these 

best practices. Singapore, as PEMRA notes, issues an automatic “class license”, which means that no licensing 

application, no explicit grant of permission, nor any licensing fee is required in order for a service to commence 

or continue its operations in Singapore.  Singapore as elsewhere takes a harms-based approach to 

regulation—i.e., not over-regulating new industries and technologies at the outset, but focusing limited 

enforcement resources where harms exist.  
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In fact, regulators gain even more authority over services through such a light-touch scenario as services 

implicitly submit to the regulator's authority.  On the other hand, a heavy, ex ante licensing requirement such 

as PEMRA suggests in this document will result in many services without a presence in Pakistan (and there are 

several hundred of these), or lacking any intentional targeting of the market at this point, finding the burdens 

of licensing to be too high, and will likely not apply for a license.  

 

This is a key aspect of the market and regulatory situation, which PEMRA should not ignore – the internet is 

an open connection to the world.    It is quite possible for service operators to remain offshore and serve 

consumers in Pakistan from unlicensed facilities in other countries.    An excessive level of internal regulation 

will result in that outcome.     

 

Further, the internet is a competitive ground which sees OCC services facing ferocious competition from both 

social media-type video platforms, and from pirate services which enjoy lower costs and which will not respect 

PEMRA’s rules.    If the licensing conditions for legitimate, curated platforms are so burdensome that they 

withdraw from the market, the non-licensed platforms will step into the competitive space, and offer 

consumers content that does not in any way respect PEMRA’s rules or Pakistan’s social mores.      

 

The only effective way to impose an effective heavy licensing requirement would be for the country to close 

itself off from the international internet.   Such an approach does not appear consistent with Pakistan’s goals 

or its long-term interests.   

 

We therefore urge PEMRA to adopt international best practices, and avoid heavy licensing requirements, 

which will be impossible to enforce on significant competitors.    We recognize PEMRA’s concern about the 

regulatory disadvantages domestic broadcasters face, as online content supplies grow.  We strongly urge that 

the best way to deal with this regulatory disparity would be for PEMRA to reduce regulatory and fee burdens 

on traditional broadcasters, and not to seek to levy heavy “legacy” burdens on new types of services.   
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List of required supporting documents 

The list of required supporting documents proposed in Section 4.2 of the consultation paper is exceedingly 

burdensome.   Indeed, we are not aware of any similar list of required documentation anywhere in the world.  

If it wishes to advance its economic growth and investment, Pakistan should not be seeking to be a world 

leader in heavy regulatory requirements.    

 

As noted above, we are of the view that no ex ante license should be required. If Pakistan opts for a simpler 

requirement for service registration, class license, or notification to the regulator, we recommend that the 

required information be much more limited.  As is noted in the consultation document, regulators such as 

Ofcom in the United Kingdom require services to provide limited information, such as a description of the 

service being provided, and contact information.  Particularly for offshore companies that may have very 

limited business in Pakistan, it would be unreasonable to expect them to provide an extensive list of sensitive 

business documentation in order to provide a service. 

 

Code of Conduct 

PEMRA’s 2015 code of conduct was developed with the specific circumstances of PEMRA’s existing television 

licensees in mind. The circumstances and expectations are entirely different for professional curated on-

demand services operating in the digital era. As has been the case in the Southeast Asian region (ASEAN) and 

in India, the online curated content or video on demand industry should develop and implement a self-

regulatory code to govern industry practices. AVIA has played a central role in the “Self-Regulatory Code for 

the Subscription Video on Demand Industry in ASEAN”, which is included herewith as a reference.  For Pakistan, 

as is the case in ASEAN, such a Code would be valuable in setting basic parameters for industry standard 

operating procedures while the industry is just getting started in a new region or country.    The regulator can 

then  have confidence that basic rules will be respected by the platforms responsible for the largest share of 

the new market, which will not be the case if content supply is driven offshore.    AVIA and its companies 

would be pleased to share more information with regulators in Pakistan, and explore the possibility of an 

industry Code there.    
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Regulatory clarity 

Our understanding is that the Pakistan Telecommunications Authority (PTA) has, to this point, been the sole 

regulator around online content in Pakistan.   It will be confusing to have two regulators, each with a partial 

mandate for online content, if the proposals in this document were to move forward. As only one example, 

why should responsible services offering only professional content be subject to a stricter code of practice 

(PEMRA’s 2015) than user-generated content services, for which there is no code of practice at present?  At a 

minimum, before moving forward, we recommend Pakistan make a considered decision as to which regulator 

should govern online content.  

 

Tax 

Pakistan should explore regional and international best practices, including enabling offshore digital services 

to register and remit VAT or GST to the national tax authority.  Australia, Singapore, and Malaysia—just to 

name a few—have recently implemented these systems successfully, with a number of other jurisdictions 

actively considering the same.  Such a mechanism can provide valuable additional revenue to state coffers, as 

it avoids limiting the scope of digital taxation only to in-country competitors.  

 

Quality of Service 

It is in the interest of OCC services to provide their subscribers/users with a high quality of service.   Unlike 

traditional broadcasting, online content supply is a highly competitive industry and consumers can and will 

migrate away from low-quality services.   PEMRA does not need to establish targets for how services handle 

complaints.    It it also worth noting that customers in the online environment may have difficulty in identifying 

the true source of complaints – whether it is the content service or their ISP or a backbone operator -- and it 

would be unfair to hold content suppliers responsible for QoS problems that originate with other internet 

players.   We also note that audits and “surprise inspections” of customer service for offshore operators will 

be highly impractical.   

 

 Finally, and related to customer services, there are (or soon will be, in the case of Pakistan) data protection 

regulations, for example, that delineate rules for the lawful processing and management of local subscribers' 

data. Services in all categories – both domestic and offshore – will need to conduct their business in ways that 

satisfy these requirements.  
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International definitions 

We recommend, whatever the regulatory approach decided upon, that Pakistan reference international 

definitions rather than creating new concepts and standards for determining whether a regulation applies. 

For example, the question of whether a service “is likely to compete with linear TV” (section 2.3.1) is extremely 

vague and unlikely to help service providers determine whether they are within the scope of a new regulation.   

(In addition, all online video arguably competes with linear TV – especially in the advertising market, which is 

linear TV’s main financial support.)   The online information space is extremely dynamic and fast-changing, 

and definitions of services developed today are unlikely to be sufficient even 12 months in the future. 

 

Specific Answers to the Consultation Paper’s “Issues for Consultation: 

 

Question 1:   Whether or not Web TV & OTT Content Services should be regulated by PEMRA? 

 

As discussed above, we believe the question of conflicting jurisdiction between PEMRA and PTA needs to be 

sorted out by the Government of Pakistan before moving forward with any regulatory framework.   Once the 

issue of regulatory jurisdiction is resolved, we believe that a genuine “light touch” regime based on self-

regulation by industry players will be the most successful, will preserve the growth trend in this industry, and 

will recognize the international nature of data flows without cutting Pakistan off from the rest of the world. 

 

Question 2:   Do you agree with the eligibility criteria requirements for applicants for Web TV and OTT Content 

Service Licenses given in Section 5.1 above?    (Note:  we assume this is a typographical error and the intended 

reference is Section 4.1, which is actually entitled “Eligibility Criteria.”) 

 

We do not believe that attempting to regulate a cross-border digital industry on the basis that companies 

must be owned  and registered in Pakistan makes sense.  PEMRA will find that the vast majority of online 

services actually available in Pakistan will not seek licenses under these circumstances, and it will not have the 

capability of inducing compliance.   A more open approach would much better suit the country’s goals and 

the nature of the online environment.     
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Question 3:  Do you agree with the list of documents required along with application for applicants for Web 

TV and OTT Content Service Licenses given in Section 5.2 above?   (Note:  we assume this is a typographical 

error and the intended reference is Section 4.2, which is actually entitled “Documents Required Along With 

Application.”) 

 

The list of documents in Section 4.2 is exceedingly long and burdensome.   Best practice internationally is for 

governments to facilitate development of internet businesses, and not impose heavy regulatory burdens.  We 

favor a much-streamlined approach, such as those used in the UK or Singapore, for both domestic and foreign 

businesses. 

 

Question 4:   Do you agree with the proposal given at Para 4.1.6 above?   (Text is relevant to foreign companies 

seeking licenses.) 

 

As above.   Best practice internationally is for governments to facilitate development of internet businesses, 

and not impose heavy regulatory burdens.  We believe Pakistan would be well-advised to shape a regulatory 

framework that relies on self-regulation and industry cooperation, rather than trying to force international 

businesses to establish in Pakistan.   Such a “legacy” approach is not suited to the reality of the 21st Century.   

 

Question 5:  Do you recommend option 4.1.6 (a) OR 4.1.6 (b) for regulating a foreign OTT service provider?  Do 

you think there is another option also in addition to or as an alternative to 4.1.6 (a) or (b)? 

 

Option b (requiring a distribution agreement with a local partner) is obviously less burdensome than option a 

(requiring a service operator to register in Pakistan under the Companies Act).    However, our 

recommendation is that Pakistan follow best-practice models internationally, including for example in the UK, 

and provide opportunities for offshore as well as onshore services to notify the regulator of the nature of their 

service, or register with the regulator, (or remit payment of indirect taxes from offshore), rather than 

attempting to compel certain commercial arrangements."  
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Question 6:  Do you agree with the proposed Licensing Process given in Section 5 above? 

As above.   No Asian country other than China has implemented such a restrictive licensing regime.  We 

recommend that Pakistan look to implement best practices in its regulatory policy, as are other Asian 

governments, and implement a more open regulatory framework.      

 

Question 7:  Do you agree with the proposed license duration given in Section 5.1.2?   Should it be extended to 

10 years? 

With respect to the specific issue of license duration, a longer duration is always preferable.  That said, we see 

no reason to limit duration at all.   The regulator always retains the ability to revoke a license for cause.   UK 

Ofcom licenses, for example, remain in force from the commencement date until surrendered by the licensee 

or revoked by Ofcom.  Singapore’s Class Licenses are open-ended, and have no termination date.   

 

Question 8:  Do you think the proposed fee structure given in Section 5.3 is an appropriate one for regulating 

the Web TV and OTT Content Services? 

 

In the 20th Century, when video markets were limited by spectrum supply, many governments imposed license 

fees as a form of economic rent on broadcasters who enjoyed quasi-monopoly status.   These conditions no 

longer prevail.   There is no practical limit on the amount of content that can be supplied over broadband 

connections, and – with respect to the advertising sales which are their mainstay – FTA broadcasters face a 

huge competitive threat from digital advertising sales.   Around the world, prices for content as well as 

advertising rates have fallen, and will continue to do so. 

 

In this situation, it makes no sense for governments to continue with heavy license fees, nor to try to extend 

them to new markets (e.g. online content supply) where the quasi-monopolies do not exist.    Broadcast and 

content supply services should face the same level of taxation as any other company – standard VAT and/or 

profits taxation.    

 

We believe any fees imposed by PEMRA should be based strictly on recovering PEMRA’s costs of the specific 

regulations at hand, and the policy of seeking to confiscate economic rents from broadcasting should be 

changed.   We therefore do not agree with the proposed license fees; we would suggest that PEMRA seek 
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ways to move, as the internet continues to reach more consumers in Pakistan, to reduce the license fees 

already in force for traditional broadcasters.  

 

Question 9:   Do you agree with the proposal for infrastructure given in Section 5.3 above?  ?    (Note:  we 

assume this is a typographical error and the intended reference is Section 5.4, which is actually entitled 

“Infrastructure for Web TV or OTT Service.”) 

 

We agree with PEMRA’s non-prescriptive approach to web infrastructure.   

 

Should you have any questions or require any further information in order to consider this request, please 

feel free to contact the undersigned.   

 

         Sincerely yours, 

John Medeiros 

Chief Policy Officer 

Asia Video Industry Association 

 
About the Asia Video Industry Association (AVIA) 

 

AVIA is the non-profit trade association for the video industry and ecosystem in Asia-Pacific.  It serves to make the video industry 

stronger and healthier through promoting the common interests of its members.  AVIA is the interlocutor for the industry with 

governments across the region, leads the fight against video piracy and provides insight into the video industry to support a  vibrant 

industry ecosystem.  AVIA evolved from CASBAA in 2018. 

 

AVIA’s leading members include:  AsiaSat, Astro, BBC Studios, Discovery Networks, NBCUniversal, Netflix, PCCW, SES, Star India, 

TrueVisions, TV5MONDE, Viacom International Media Networks, Walt Disney, Warner Media, A&E Networks, Baker McKenzie, BARC, 

beIN Asia Pacific, Bloomberg Television, Brightcove, Canal +, Cignal, CMS,  Eutelsat,  France 24, Globecast, Globe Telecom, Irdeto, 

Inmarsat, Intelsat, Invidi, La Liga, Kantar Media, Mayer Brown JSM, Measat, Media Kind, Media Partners Asia, Motion Picture 

Association, NAGRA, NBA, NHK World, Premier League, S&P Global Market Intelligence, Singtel, Skycable, Skyperfect JSAT, Sony 

Pictures Television, Starhub, Synamedia, Taiwan Broadband Communications, Telstra Global, TV18, TVBI, Verisite, Viaccess, Viacom18, 

and Zee TV. 


